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Eve sleeper sites guide

From the University of EVE WikiThese article gives an overview of sleep cache sites. For in-depth information, go to the respective subpages. Sleeper cache exploration sites were introduced with the RHEA expansion launched on December 9, 2014. They are advanced scanning sites and are by default,
harder than normal data or relic sites. There is an additional risk involved because of various dangers, but you can get a considerable reward for your problems if you decide to run one. They can be found in all areas of space, regardless of security, but come in different versions. All versions are displayed
as a data signature in the probe window, but requires both the relic analyzer and the data hacking modules. Sleep cache sites occur in three variations or difficulties, with increasing rewards: For in-depth information, guides, and accessories for each type of sleep cache sites, see the links above. Rewards
Sleeper Caches are the only places where you can find polarized weapons plans. In addition to this, the sites contain sleep components, manufacturing materials and skill books. See also This issue will focus on combat sites found in class 1-3 wormhole systems. It's not the best money, but for anyone
south of 15m SP these sites serve as a good springboard to more challenging content. This particular article is much more appropriate heavy than wordy content. PvE in this space is often reduced to shooting sleepers one by one. If that's not what you're here to then go ahead and click on the appropriate
title in the table below for the article on that method. To facilitate use, I have also created a reference table of preferred sites The attacks described in this article were created before nervous resistance in April 2020. Accessories reviewed after the patch will be marked with a ++ at the beginning of each
adjustment name, although screenshots will not always be updated. * Abyssal sites included as they are easily made inside your wormhole * * C4 sites can be run using these methods for less ISK *** These are approximate numbers. You can often earn more with better skills, more investment, luck, etc.
If the static words and probe launcher look foreign, then it's better to start with EVE Uni first. As before, this is also not a replacement for the Rykkis Guide (or the updated version of Karr). Instead, it is more of a companion piece that explains how to actually use the numbers found on this sheet. If you are
in a hurry then skim through the bold text key and reference tables. Ah, class 2 space sites. Like many worms, they served as my first foray into combat anomalies Years. Of course, that was back in winning 2-300m ISK in a week was a lot for me. Today I can barely recommend C2 unless you just want to
dip your feet in and see how they are some of the easiest places. If you keep it long enough, someone will find you and kill you so fly something cheap. C1 is fine. For the ISK you do just don't The key to fit for wormhole sites (and anywhere in EVE for that matter) is to take a look at what the maximum
incoming DPS/Neuts/Webs are and tank for it. The hardest non-relic/data site to reach in a C2, for example, is a perimeter Hangar with 423 DPS. Neuting usually isn't too heavy, but a sleeper data signature sanctuary hits by 385 DPS and -10GJ/s on wave three. For this reason, we will design our sample
site corridor to tank around 400 DPS under 10Gj/s of neut pressure. To be honest there is a million and one way to do that. Most decent attacks use passive shield regen. They tend to sit there and eat the damage while firing with heavy missiles and/or drones. I've heard of people doing this kind of thing in
a Drake, a Myrm, a VNI, a Harbinger, a hurricane.... Almost anything is viable. All you have to do is unseal on the spot, shoot all that is not a trigger, then kill the trigger(s) to pull the next wave. I honestly couldn't get any easier, pick anywhere and go. As of January 2020, the under Drake does more
damage and applies better due to a heavy missile enthusiast. Drake [Drake, Simple C2 Runner] Power Shield Relief II Shield II Shield Power Relay II Ballistic Control System II Large Shield Extensor II Large Shield Extensor II Large Shield Extensor II Missile Guide II Pithum C-Type Heat Dissipation
Amplifier EM Ward Amplifier II Launcher Heavy MissileS II Heavy Missile Launcher II Heavy Missile Launcher II Heavy Missile Launcher II Heavy Missile Launcher II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Missile Launch II Missile Launch Heavy II Missile Launch II
Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Missile Launch II Missile Launch Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II
Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy Missile Launch II Heavy
Missile Launch And Medium Core Defense Field Purger I Medium Core Defense Field Purger I Medium Core Defense Field Purger I Medium Core Defense Field Purger I Acolyte II x5 Scourge Fury Heavy Missile x3000 Scourge Precision Heavy Missile x3000 Caldari Navy Scourge Heavy Missile x1500
Scourge Heavy Missile x3000 Note that this Drake is not the best fit in the world. For the name of a potential alpha clone, however, it has spare space and surplus tank for most waves in most places. It costs less than 70m ISK, too! I'd love you'd give your money back in about an hour of crying to d'anoms
C2. Una altra manera de pell el mateix gat és amb un Myrmidon com així: Myrmidon [Myrmidon, C2 Runner Armour] Medium Armor Repairer II Medium Armor Repairer II Energized Adaptive Nano Membrane II Energized Adaptive Nano Membrane II Drone Damage Amplifier II Drone Damage Amplifier II
Large Cap Recharger II Cap Recharger II Drone Navigation Computer II Medium Micro Jump Drive Armor Command Burst I Armor Command Burst I Drone Link Augmentor I Core Probe Launcher I / OFFLINE Auto Targeting System I Medium Auxiliary Nano Pump I Medium Auxiliary Nano Pump I
Medium Command Processor I Acolyte II x5 Hammerhead II x5 Hobgoblin II x5 Praetor II x4 Aquest també està una mica sobretanc, i ve amb una unitat de micro salt que li permetrà escapar gairebé qualsevol cosa si vostè manté un ull agut en dscan. Mod d'utilitat de ranura mitjana és al gust i pot fer
esclatar un un Crawling your computer and sentinelries if you want. A commonly touted version of this is the 720mm Myrm tank artillery shield. I'll stop working that one off as an exercise for the reader, though. Update: I had noticed someone who was a little confused by this adjustment and can only
blame my own lack of explanations. Check out this Reddit comment for a little more Su more info updates: Whether the Myrmidon or Drake passive tank for C3 are very easy to use, too. Fill the media with buffer (no caps) and basses with shield power relays. Easy Although both are part of the subset
of lower-class wormholes, C3s are strikingly different from those of C2 when it comes to combating anomalies. The tactics for running sites are similar, but you'll need a little more bling. Expect to earn approximately 250m ISK per hour on these for higher up-cost start-ups. The maximum expected DPS is



in the region of 800 DPS. Neuting also takes a step forward, with the worst combination of -16GJ/s and 673 DPS of a fortification border fortress. That said, the 6x and heavy DPS websites of an outfront could be more of a concern for many a Gila. The strict numbers for the tank are probably similar to
those of the border fortress, but often c3 fits the readition. It is not uncommon to see a Gila simply orbiting her mobile depot while drones do the busy work. That said, here's a decent rattlesnake passive adjustment: Rattlesnake [Rattlesnake, ++PurgerSnake (C3)] Power Relief Shield II Shield Shield
SHIELD II Shield Relief II Drone Damage Amplifier II Damage Amplifier II Omnidirectional Tracking Enhancer II Pithum B-Type EM Ward Pithum Amplifier C-Type Heat Dissipation Amplifier Shield Recharger II Shield Recharger II Shield Recharger II Shield Recharger II Republic Fleet Large Shield Large
Heavy Missile Launcher II Heavy Heavy Launcher II Heavy Heavy Launcher Fast II Heavy Heavy Launcher Fast II Missile Launcher Heavy Fast II Drone Link Augmentor II Core Defense Large Field Purge And Large Core Defense Field Purger And Large Core Defense Field Purger I Curator II x2 Gecko
x1 Hornet EC-300 x5 Wasp I x2 Zainou 'Gnome' Management Shield SM-703 Zainou 'Gnome' Operation Shield SP-903 Scourge Fury Heavy Missile x10125 Caldari Navy Scourge Heavy Missile x5000 Ballistic Control System II x3 Drone Damage Amplifier II x3 This particular rattle is not the blingiest in
the world, but it still comes in at about 600m ISK plus a Gecko. (1.06b ISK as of April 2020) It outputs 1,184 DPS regardless of top-ups and should clean up a site in ten minutes give or take a few. Technically the total tank is less than you really need, but that usually works by considering your massive
buffer. The moment the damage is starting become a problem, you will have shot down a number of sleepers already. Bring a mobile tank and spare parts to make sure you don't die. You'll only need additional shield energy relays for meat up your tank while trying the hardest waves. A One caution
regarding the jump unit, however. Note that this setting is designed to operate at zero capacitor if necessary and the MJD is there as a backup solution. If you have been run completely dry by Sleepers, then I'm afraid you are not leaving the network today. It would also be wise to run with a few spare tank
mods (Shield Power Relays etc) and damage mods. Sit near a mobile depot and you'll be :ok_hand:Please note that from April 2020 I have removed the MJD in exchange for more tank. If you don't feel like shelling out as much money, then you can make things a little cheaper with Gila like this: Gila [Gila,
++Passive C3 Runner] Shield Power Relief II Shield Power Relief II Drone Damage Amplifier II Large Shield Extensor II Large Navy Caldary Large Shield Extensor Marine Great Shield Extensor Pithum C-Type EM Ward Amplifier Pithum Accelerates Type C thermal dissipation heatsink light quick missile
launcher II fast light missile launcher II fast light missile launcher LAUNCHER II Drone Link Augmentor I Medium Core Defense Field Purger II Medium Core Defense Field Purger II Medium Core Defense Field Purger II Hammerhead II x2 Hammerhead II x2 Infiltrator II x2 Valkyrie II x2 Vespa II x2
Zainou 'Gnome' Shield Management SM-703 Zainou 'Gnome ' Shield Operation SP-9 03 Inferno Fury Light Missile x7500 Scourge Fury Light Missile x7580 Light Missile Precision x1000 Caldary Navy Inferno Light Missile x1000 Drone Damage Amplifier II x2 Shield power relay II x1 As expected, flies this
Gila in exactly the same way as the Rattle. Do not touch the media, but change the minimum according to the site required. Through the refiar power, your tank goes from 270-641 DPS and you can get 603-826 cold depending on the mixture of shield energy relays to drone damage amplifiers. As
mentioned above, just orbit a Mobile Repository and that will make everything much simpler. Technically you're easier to catch, too, but that's better for me, so it's all good. Update: I would also like to mention that if you are trying a particularly high DPS wave with few neuts, then try to re-join by 1-2
invuls/Multispectral Shield Hardeners. This will give you a much more effective tank, but it will make you able to be neuted out. There's another relatively inexpensive way to run Gila, too. It is quite possible to use a high DPS adjustment and to tank much of the damage in a durable afterburner. I'm not
going to share this snap here, though, since the last person I gave it to go and got killed in the first place. To be honest, I probably wasn't that big anyway and it was around 2015. If you want something new to try instead, give some of the portable structures a go. The Mobile Micro Jump Unit could save
you if you anchor it when the Sabre is on scan a Mobile Scan Inhibitor is interesting to say the least. Update: For more information about tank sig from a C3, check out my articles about the Tengu, Legion and Loki. All of them have lace and describe the method with Short videos that show why it's a
dangerous thing to do without knowing what you're doing. I have gotten the attention recently that some people like to do these places in Praxis. Here's my own version of the setting below. Use a few implants and you have to do the job easily enough. Just check your own DPS tank and pack some
exile/Hardshell in case you run into trouble. If everything else fails, then just kill things faster and you won't have to tank for so long! [Praxis, ++Armor Tank PvE C3] Large Armor Repairer II Large Armor Repairer II Reactive Armor Hardener Energized Adaptive Nano Membrane II Energized Adaptive Nano
Membrane II Damage Control II Ballistic Control System II Republic Fleet Large Head Stack Large Cap Stack Recharger II Head Recharger II Head Orientation Computer II Target Painter II Cap Recharge II Heavy Missile Launcher II Scourge Fury Heavy Missile Heavy Missile Launcher FAST II, Scourge
Fury Heavy Missile Launchers Heavy Missile II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile Heavy Launchers II, Scourge Fury Heavy Missile Launchers Heavy Heavy Launcher Fast II, Rubbing Fury Heavy Missile Heavy Missile Launchers II, Rubbing Fury Heavy Missile Ghoul Compact Energy Nosferatu Large
Capacitor Circuit II Grand Wizard Nano Pump I Grand Wizard Nano Pump I Hammerhead II x5 Prae 5 Wasp II x5 Warrior II x5 Implants Inherent 'Noble' Repair Systems RS-603 Zainou 'Snapshot' Heavy Missiles HM-701 Zainou 'Deadeye' Guided Missiles Precision GP-801 Inherent Implants 'Noble'
Repair Proficiency RP-903 Zainou 'Deadeye' Fast Launch RL-1001 Standard Exile Booster Agency 'Hardshell' TB5 Dose II Inferno Fury Heavy Missile x3000 Mjolni Fury Heavy Missile Fury x3000 Mjolnir Precision Heavy Missile X1000 New Fury Heavy Missile X3000 New Precision Heavy Missile X1000
Scourge Fury Heavy Missile x3000 Caldari Navy Hell Heavy x2000 Precision Missile dash x1 dash x1 Nanite repair paste x50 Agency 'Hardshell' TB5 Dose II x2 Standard Exile Booster x1 Standard Mindflood Booster x1 Tips and Tips when installing ships like these, project a T1 Medium Neut to fit equals
12.5GJ/s and will help you see how your capacitor gets up If any of these attacks don't work for you, try doing some compact modules and see how much your own tank affects. Stick to Combat Anomalies, relic and data signatures are similar to the next class in terms of difficulty. Don't try them unless you
know what you're doing. Pull your drones as soon as they start taking aggro. Watch the drones put to aggressive. Don't let them wander around and kill the trigger, forcing the next wave early. See dscan for any sign of life. Even a non-threatening Covert Ops is a likely explorer for a PvP group. system
where it stands for you and consider how this affects your adjustment. Use an MTU, to collect everything. Place it soon and mark it. Salvage is not as much as before, but if you have the time for it, then drop a salvage destroyer to the MTU location for some additional ISK. An automatic targeting system
that fits any of my attacks is to passively increase total blockable targets. Don't turn it on. If the execution of a passive tank is adjusted then the point before watering dives is 25%, although the actual cut of about 70% regen is about 5% Resources Rykkis Guide (or the updated version of Karr)EVE Uni
Wormhole Sites PageMy old article on the effects of the system Now you may have heard of a special type of wormhole known as a C13. These are simply shattered wormholes with C1.2 and 3 sites and a Class 6 Wolf Rayet effect present. They only support frigates/destroyers and usually have plenty of
places for collection. For those of you who are not familiar with Wolf Rayets, they provide a massive boost to small arms damage, a signature reduction, and armor bonds. And when I say massive small arms bonus I mean it. In fact, a beam confessor with dual heatsinks will give way somewhere north of
1,400 DPS. You can make effective use of these sites with a fleet or solo, usually in confessors or svipules. I've even heard of the rare self-targeting Onyx, but this is mostly just for fun. Method and fits a C13 from the outside it is worth mentioning that the methods described here actually work with the C2
sites previously discussed. They are usually a little less friendly newbro, however, and require some careful piloting not to be hit. The HP armor c13 bonus is also useful for helping destroyers not to melt (as the price of nanoribbons melted these days, ha). All you need to do is kite around and stay cross-
sectional in sleeper guns, be careful with the neuts and everything will be fine. The attacks for space C13 solo are as simple as these, although I would recommend to the Confessor about the Svipul here: Confessor [Confessor, C13 Confessor 2019] Heat sink II Heat sink II Corelium A-Type Small Armor
Repairer True Sansha Adaptive Nano plating damage Control II Shadow Serpentis 1MN Afterburner Republic Fleet Small Cap Battery Cap Recharger II Small Laser Focused Beam II Small Laser Focused Beam II Small Laser Focused Beam II Small Laser Focused Beam II Small Focused Beam Laser II
Small Focused Beam Laser II Enlarged Probe Launcher I / Offline Prototype Cloax Device And Small Capacitor Control Circuit II Small Accelerator Nanobot I Small Pump Nano Auxiliary II Aurora S x4 Gleam S x4 Marine Imperial Multifrequency S x4 Imperial Navy Standard S x4 Nanite Repair Paste x50
Sisters Combat Scanner Probe x8 Sisters Core Scanner Probe x8 Svipul [Svipul C13 Arty Svipul] Gyrostabilizer II Gyrostabilizer II Coreli B-Type Small Armor Energized Adaptive Nano Membrane II Shadow Serpentis 1MN Afterburner Thukker Small Cap Battery Cap Recharger II Tracking Computer II
280mm Howitzer Artilleria II 280mm Howitzer Artilleria II 280mm Howitzer Artilleria II 280mm Howitzer Artilleria II Prototip dispositiu d'encobriment I / Offline Expanded Probe Launcher I Petita bomba Auxiliar Nano II Petit Petit Nano Pump II Small Anti-Explosive Pump II Tips and Tips Don't Feel
Comfortable on a C13, they are usually very well connected. Always check the guide before running a site, you must take into account the triggers and potential dangers. Bring a deposit and bank your loot in a safe if you stay for a while. Keep an eye on dscan as always You can off the chain beforehand.
It's always nice to know who your neighbors are if you feel like a lamb a little lost over the next few hours. Lenai Resource Guide (Russian and English)EVE Uni Shattered Systems to make life easier for my friends tickle I've put together a table of the most lucrative posts. The order is approximately by ISK
for Sleeper EHP and should be translated to ISK/hour, but there is also some weight in total loot per site. You don't want to spend 5 minutes waiting for an MTU to gather 9m booty ISK after all. This is a combined table for use in a C13, but if you are unplining in a C2, compare it to the other C2 options.
Anomaly NameISK/EHPTotal ISKClassThe Oruze Construct15044.5mC3Fortification Border Fortress14741.1mC3 Cellsolar12355.2mC3Outpost Fortress border**10045.1mC3The line*10612mC1Perimeter Hangar7415.6mC2The ruins of the Enclave Cohort 275815.6m C2Perimeter Camp*7910.4mC1
Casting Catalyst Node709mC1Perimeter Ambush Point668.6mC1Perimeter Checkpoint5312.9mC 2Sleeper Data Signature Sanctuary4611.6mC2 *These sites have a good ISK/EHP, but the total amount won is extremely low.**We hope you enjoy many websites and 800+ DPS! « Part 2: Relics, Data,
and PI | Part 4: Abyssal Places » More ... More...
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